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Minutes of the  
 

2016 ANNUAL MEETING of the GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

Hotel Babylon, Liberec, Czech Republic 

Monday, 21st November 2016 
 

Managing Committee: 
Nils-Håkan Carlzon   Irina Shmalko      Gordana Orescanin 
Marian Sulc    Guido de Smet    Stuart Saunders 
 

Branch Members Attending: 
CDSA/CAT   CZE FDO    FRA  
Korea Artistic Dance Federation KOR Russian Dance Union  RUS SAT – Slovakia  SVK 
Swedish Dance Federation SWE  
 

Single Members Attending: 
SA MAE    EST Energy Dance Centre Ikoo  FIN Club de danse Dival FRA 
Robert Fashion Dance Italy ITA Dance Studio Show Time  POL  
University of Technology Koszalin POL Sinclairs    SWE 
 
The meeting of the General Assembly was opened at 18:05 
 

1. Introduction and welcome address by Mr. Nils-Håkan Carlzon: 

Mr. Carlzon welcomed all members present to the 4th Annual Meeting of the General Assembly in 

Liberec, Czech Republic. He especially thanked the Organisers of the World Championship Festival 

for making it possible to hold the meeting as the festival had been extended by one day due to 

the continued success of the WADF. 

It was his special pleasure to welcome members from India and Korea to the meeting, confirming 

that the WADF is developing into a real world federation at such a young age. 

 

2. Members entitled to vote: 

The Executive Secretary informed the meeting that there were (6) Branch Members and  

(7) Single Members attending.  

Proxy Votes are not accepted at meetings of the WADF. 

There were no apologies for absence. 

In accordance with the WADF Constitution the number of votes on the floor from members 

attending plus the extra votes for registered dancers = 70. 

 

3. Minutes of the 3rd Meeting of the WADF General Assembly (3rd November 2015) 

Proposed – Sinclairs,    Seconded – University of Technology Koszalin 

For =  58 Against = 0    Abstentions =  12 Minutes confirmed as correct. 
 

4. Matters arising from the Minutes of the 3rd Meeting of the WADF General 

Assembly (3rd November 2015) 

There were no matters arising from the Minutes of the 3rd AGA 2015 

 

5. The Chairman will accept a proposal that the order of business may be changed: 

Propsed – FDO,   Seconded – SA MAE 

For = 70 Against = 0    Abstentions =0 Carried unanimously. 

 

6. Correspondence: 

There were no items of correspondence received for this meeting. 
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7. Finance 

 a. WADF Accounts for the period 1st July 2015 – 30th June 2016 

  i. Report of the WADF Finance Controllers. 

Mr. Michel Milewski read to the meeting the report of Mr. Roman Filus (Finance 

Controller) for the year 2015/16.  

Please see the attached report as page 6 of these minutes. 

Mr. Carlzon explained to the meeting that as confirmed by Mr. Roman Filus the 

WADF is in a comfortable financial situation. In fact the WADF had surpassed the 

budget projections for 2015/16. With new continents joining the WADF Mr. Carlzon 

is optimistic that the WADF will continue to grow in numbers and expand in 

countries represented. 

There being no questions to the report the President thanked Mr. Roman Filus for 

making himself available to check the WADF finances. 
 

  ii. Acceptance of the WADF Accounts (1st July 2015 – 30th June 2016) 

Proposed – Dance Studio Show Time,  Seconded – CDSA/CAT 

For = 70  Against = 0     Abstentions = 0     The finances unanimously accepted. 

   

8. Meetings of the Managing Committee: 

The President briefly explained to the meeting that the Managing Committee had 

continued to meet, as and when necessary, by Skype during the past twelve months so as 

not to burden the federation with unnecessary expenses of travel and hotel costs for a 

face-to-face meeting.  The meetings were not always harmonious with every member 

agreeing at all times, which is positive for the future of the WADF. 

The decisions made at these meetings that require approval of the General Assembly were 

to be found at item 12 on the Agenda. 

 

9. Reports – Managing Committee: 

a. President (Mr. Nils-Håkan Carlzon) 

 The President had not prepared a written report this year as much of the content is 

covered by other items on the Agenda. 

First he made a special welcome to all Delegates present from outside Europe as this 

proved that the work and visions of the Managing Committee was now reaching out to new 

countries and their cultures. 

He explained to the meeting that he had made a few journeys, on behalf of the WADF as 

had the Executive Secretary.  These journeys have proved positive and productive for the 

WADF by attracting new members and dancers from a cross-section of the WADF 

Departments in new countries. 

It was very important to him that the “family” image of the WADF continues to spread and 

become part of the WADF profile, as will be seen and experienced during the following 

days in Liberec as dancers from one Department mix and mingle with dancers from other 

Departments. 

During these early years the WADF is “learning by doing” making it necessary for various 

changes to be made to the original Rules & Regulations. 

Being just 3½ years old the journey so far has been remarkable. 

In thanking the Managing Committee for their continued engagement on behalf of the 

WADF he asked the members to continue promoting the “vision”. 

 

b. Miss. Irina Shmalko (Solidarity) 

Miss Shmalko started by thanking everyone present for attending the General Assembly 

and continued by outlining the connections with the various Ambassadors via the Solidarity 

Committee.  There were some countries where progress had not met with the projections 

but generally, as the President had indicated, the WADF continues to grow partly due to 

the work carried out by the Ambassadors. 

In some countries only one Ambassador had been appointed for one department, meaning 

that the other departments were falling behind. 

Therefore it was her pleasure to award a second Ambassador in Sweden, Ms. Judith 

Martinez Åkesson, for the Stage Dance and Urban Street & Pop Dance Departments, with 

her Ambassador Certificate. 
 

Additionally Mr. Francois Bernard was announced as an Ambassador for the Couple Dance 

Department in Italy and Switzerland following his promotional services on behalf of the 

WADF in these two countries. 
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c. Ms. Gordana Orescanin (Stage Dance) 

Ms. Gordana Orescanin had prepared a modern IT presentation of the WADF structure 

detailing the present and projections for the future. 

 

d. Mr. Marian Sulc (Technical) 

Mr. Marian Sulc presented his report on the screen for the meeting to follow as he read 

through the paragraphs. 

The report can be found as page 7 of these minutes. 

 

e. Mr. Guido de Smet  

Mr. Guido de Smet explained to the meeting that as he did not have a specific job 

allocation within the Managing Committee he was kind of “Jack-of-all-Trades” to assist and 

stand in on any subject that would arise. 

 

One of these subjects is that it is easier to recruit dancers for WADF Events in some 

countries than in others due to their cultures and habits.  His own country Belgium is one 

of those where it is not so easy.  On the other hand he can report on success in Greece 

and Cyprus, two countries he visits at regular intervals. 

In the WADF Calendar there is a Recommended Event in Thessaloniki, Greece in April and 

planning is underway for the WADF 2017 Mediterranean Championships to be held in 

Cyprus.  

All this activity has attracted new Members and Dancers to the WADF family. 

He thanked the WADF for the support given to him during the past twelve months and the 

cooperation received from other members of the Managing Committee. 

 

f. Executive Secretary (Managing Committee) 

To open his report the Executive Secretary thanked all members present for their 

continued support to the WADF on behalf of the Managing Committee.  He expressed his 

appreciation at the knowledge and understanding of the English language by all members 

as it is not their mother tongue. 

The Executive Secretary presented a “Vision” power point to the meeting as the federation 

belongs to the members. 

This Vision will be repeated through various Social Media outlets, i.e. Facebook, Twitter 

and LinkedIn in small parts during the following months. 

As a highlight the meeting was informed that the WADF is present in almost all WADF 

designated areas, with Africa, East Asia, West Asia, Euro Asia being represented in Liberec 

in addition to Europe. 

A Skype connection had been pre-arranged to Alberta, Canada and Buenos Aires, 

Argentina.   

The connection to Canada came in earlier than planned, unfortunately it could not be 

reconnected later in the meeting.  Mr. Dave Stevenson, now resident in Alberta, is past 

President of a dance organisation in Canada, which used to be the largest but has since 

broken up into smaller pieces due to problems that arose between two other world dance 

organisations.  Mr. Stevenson has seen the new approach of the WADF and would like to 

assist in Canada wherever he can. 

The connection to Buenos Aires was successful and the meeting was treated to a live 

Argentine Tango on Guitar and Mouth Organ by Marcelo and Mariella. 

South America is an attractive addition to the WADF family, our structure provides ideal 

opportunities for Dance Schools and Dance Clubs to expand and provide more options for 

their pupils and dancers. 

The meeting was informed that during the previous weekend the first WADF style 

competitions had been tried out in Santiago de Chile. 

The Executive Secretary was looking forward to returning to South America in April 2017 

to meet with more dancers in Buenos Aires and to connect with dancers in Montevideo, 

Uruguay so as the three countries can work together in all WADF Departments. 

One of the reasons for the Executive Secretary going to Buenos Aires in August 2016 was 

to participate in the bi-centennial celebrations of the Tango and in 2017 to participate in 

the centenary celebrations of the famous tango tune, “La Cumparsita”. 

The presentation included a close working alliance with the ICAC (International Council for 

Arts & Culture), which was covered under item 15 on the Agenda. 

On behalf of the Managing Committee he wished all members continued success with the 

WADF principles. 
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10. Reports – WADF Committees 

a.    Organisers Committee 

Mgr, Ilona Sulcova presented the meeting with an Excel Spread Sheet file with various 

connected pages as an example of building an Event programme with competitions 

from multiple WADF departments. 

 

The Managing Committee will take a closer look at these alternatives to assist 

organisers with their WADF Events in the future.  More importantly it will help 

Members and their dancers to plan for each event further in advance, especially when 

flight tickets are necessary for dancers to commute to and from the Event. 

 

The President expressed his sincere thanks and gratitude to Ilona Sulcova for the 

insight into the administration background for Events like the Liberec Festival. 

 

11. Election of WADF Managing Committee. 

a. President:   (One position for a 3 year period in office) 

Standing for re-election: Mr. Nils-Håkan Carlzon 

Proposed - University of Technology Koszalin,   Seconded – SA MAE 

For = 70   Against =  0  Abstentions =  0  

Mr. Nils-Håkan Carlzon was unanimously elected as President of the WADF for a period 

of three (3) years, until the AGA 2019. 

    

b. Senior Vice-President: (One position for a 3 year period in office) 

Standing for re-election: Ms. Irina Shmalko 

Proposed – Dance Studio Show Time,   Seconded - Sinclairs 

For =  70  Against =  0   Abstentions =  0  

Ms. Irina Shmalko was unanimously elected as Senior Vice-President of the WADF for a 

period of three (3) years, until the AGA 2019. 

 

c.  Vice-President: (One position for a 3 year period in office) 

Nominations:   Mr. Guido de Smet 

Proposed - University of Technology Koszalin,  Seconded – SAT - Slovakia 

For =  70  Against =  0  Abstentions =  0  

Mr. Guido de Smet was unanimously elected as Vice-President of the WADF for a 

period of three (3) years, until the AGA 2019. 

 

12. Motions by the Managing Committee: 

 Rules & Regulations 

a. Section 1 – General Regulations 

Competition Disciplines 

Change Choreographic Dance Show All Styles 

to Choreographic Dance Show All Couple Dance styles 

Following a short explanation by the President on the background to this change the 

motion was:- 

Proposed – CDSA/CAT, Seconded - Sinclairs   

For =  70  Against =  0  Abstentions = 0                 

The change of name to Choreographic Dance Show All Couple Dance styles was carried 

unanimously. 

 

b. Section 1 – General Regulations 

Categories 

to add – m. Super Showcases 31 and more dancers. 

Following an entry at the event in Plock, Poland the Managing Committee considered it 

necessary to add this category.  The Showcase in question will be presenting their 

show later in the week. 

The motion was:- 
Proposed – Dance Studio Show Time, Seconded – SAT – Slovakia 

For =  70  Against =  0 Abstentions = 0                 

The addition of Super Showcases for 31 and more dancers was carried unanimously. 
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c. Section 1 – General Regulations 

Age Groups 

Delete Adult II & Adult III 

Insert Adults 21- 34 

Insert Masters 35 and over 

After the President had explained to the meeting the thinking behind this change in the 

Age Groups, so as to encourage more Adults to participate in competitions at WADF 

Events, the motion was:- 
Proposed – Robert Fashion Dance Italy, Seconded – Russian Dance Union 

For =  70  Against =  0 Abstentions = 0                and carried unanimously. 

 

13. Motions by the Managing Committee 

Rules & Regulations 

a. Section 4 – Regulations governing Competitions 

Enrollment conditions  c. WADF Competition Enrollment Fee Scale 

To adopt the WADF Competition Enrollment Fee Scale 

i. 1. Competition  €10,00 

ii. 2. Competitions  €20,00 

iii. 3 – 10 Competitions  €30,00 

iv. 11 – 15 Competitions €40,00 

v. 16 and more Competitions €50,00 

The meeting was informed that this regulation was designed to assist organisers of 

WADF Events cover their costs when dancers choose to enter a selection of 

competitions.  There being no discussion the motion was:- 

Proposed – SA MAE,  Seconded – Dance Studio Show Time 

For =  70  Against =  0 Abstentions = 0                and carried unanimously. 

 

14. Motions by the Managing Committee 

 Divisions and Competition Rules 

Additional WADF Department 

a. To adopt the Arts & Culture Department 

The President explained to the meeting that with the WADF being able to feed off of 

the newly formed ICAC, and vice versa, it became a simple formality to put this 

Department forward for inclusion in the WADF structure. 

The motion was:-  

Proposed – Sinclairs,   Seconded – Robert Fashion Dance Italy 

For =  70  Against =  0 Abstentions = 0                

The adoption of the new department “Arts & Culture” was carried unanimously. 

 

15. International Council for Arts & Culture 

The President made a brief explanation to the meeting of the reasons behind the formation 

of the ICAC.  All Departments were introduced with an accent on the departments that 

were closely connected to the activities within the WADF. 

 

The object of the exercise was to provide an “umbrella” Council for all forms of the Arts & 

Culture, but mainly to educate the world that “Dance” is an Art/Culture and not a “Sport”.  

The other designated Departments are to complete the Arts & Culture “family”. 

 

Due to the hour the Executive Secretary refrained from making any additions but would be 

contacting the WADF Members during the following months via Social Media (Facebook, 

Twitter, LinkedIn) to spread the word and meaning of the ICAC. 

 

They will all be most welcome in the ICAC if they wish to participate. 

 

16. Members Motions 

There were no members motions on the table or requested from the floor. 

 

17. Any other Business 

There were no outstanding items of Business that had not been covered by other items on 

the Agenda. 
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18. 2017 Annual Meeting of the WADF General Assembly 

The meeting was informed that the 2017 General Assembly will most probably be held in 

Liberec, Czech Republic during the 2017 Festival.  All Members will be informed of the 

exact date, time and place according to the WADF Statutes in good time. 

 

19. Close of Business 

In closing the 2016 AGA the President thanked Taps ILMA for providing the facilities to 

hold the 1st four AGA’s of the WADF and wished them continued success with the Granted 

Event in Liberec. 

 

The 2016 AGA closed at 19:50 

 

Stuart Saunders 
Stuart Saunders 
Executive Secretary 
 
Bremen, 29th November 2016 

  


